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We know MAPK appears in many signaling pathways. Then what’s unique about 
MAPK, what does it do in terms of transferring signals. It turns out that MAPK
cascade is a ultrasensitive motif. 
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cells in vivo must maintain a relatively stable intracellular micro-environment in an extracellular environment that is constantly
changing and potentially unpredictable. Notably, many intracellular biomolecules need to be held within closely regulated ranges 
of concentrations for normal cell functions. Examples of these biochemical species, which could be detrimental and/or beneficial
to cellular health, are reactive oxygen species (ROS), DNA adducts, misfolded proteins, O2, and glucose. When external stressors 
cause these molecules to deviate from their basal operating concentrations for extended period of time, normal cell functions
become disrupted. As with many manmade control devices, such as thermostats and automobile cruise controls, homeostatic 
regulation of vital intracellular biochemical species appears to operate primarily via gene regulatory networks that are organized 
into negative feedback circuits. 

This is an example of oxidative stress response. Normal cell metabolism will produce ROS, which is eliminated by a set of anti-
oxidants and enzymes. If the cell is under oxidative stress, ROS level increases initially. The increased ROS inhibits a protein 
called keap1, which negatively regulates Nrf2. This results in activation of Nrf2, which in turn upregulates a suite of anti-oxidant 
genes that accelerate ROS elimination, just bringing ROS back close to the normal level. 

For heat shock responses, high temperature cause an increase in the amount of misfolded proteins. This increase in misfolded 
protein will titrate HSP away from HSF, thus indirectly activate HSF. More HSF upregulates HSP proteins expression, which 
functions to refold misfolded protein back to normally folded state.  

A third example is the hypoxic response. If for some reason, the intracellular O2 level drops, hydroxylase will sense the situation, 
which in turn disinhibit HIF activity. High HIF levels drive up anti-hypoxic genes that functions to increase the supply of O2 to 
the tissue and cells. 

Together With other unlisted examples, we can generalize most of anti-stress gene regulatory networks into a common control 
scheme. The output of the system, referred to as controlled variable, is the biochemical species that is subject to 
perturbation by external stressors and therefore needs to be tightly controlled. The system contains specific 
transcription factors that serve as transducers to either directly or indirectly sense the level of the controlled
variable. (In this fashion, alterations in the concentration of the controlled variable affect the activity or abundance 
of the transcription factor). Activated transcription factors then upregulate expression of individual or suites of anti-
stress genes, many of which encode enzymes that participate in an array of interconnected biochemical reactions to
counteract the perturbation to the controlled variable.  
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Now let’s focus on Y. According to the equation, for the controlled variable Y,  RYS is 
always less than or at best equal to 1 since the loop gain >=0 (zero is equivalent to
open loop). Therefore the Y vs. S dose response curve is superlinear or at best linear. 
The larger the loop gain, the smaller RYS is, the more superlinear the dose response 
curve becomes, and Y is more insensitive to changes in S. Since the goal of the 
feedback gene regulation is to maintain homeostasis for Y (which could be ROS, 
DNA adduct, misfolded protein, etc.), it is desirable to have the loop gain  as large, 
hence RYS as small, as possible, in order to effectively resist perturbations by 
stressors.  

Augmentation of loop gain can be achieved by increasing local gain, either alone or in
combination. Cells are furnished with many biochemical reactions/interactions or
functional modules that can transfer signals in an ultrasensitive, or even switch-like
manner, and thereby enhance local gains. 
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More lines of evidence that there may be more interactions working to make a 
robust irreversible switches. 

And these interactions mostly involves gene regulatory circuits, justified a 
stochastic approach to account for randomness. Stochastic processes in gene 
expression can be exploited by cells to facilitate fate decisions including 
differentiation. 

These interactions also requires computational tools (bifurcation discovery) 
that can help find parameter settings that allow switching.  
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If this bistable is what controlling the transition from B cell to plasma cell, then 
dioxin should impinge upon it. 
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